
BOOK REVIEWS.

Monthly, undated, for 120 patients for month. Perpetual, undated,
for 30 patients, weekly per year. Undated, for 6o patients weekly
per year. The text portion is thoroughly up to date. Each in one
wallet-shaped book bound in flexible leather with flap and pocket
pencil and rubber and calendar for two years, $1.25. Thumb letter
index 25 cents extra.. Sent by mail post paid to any address.

F. W. C.

PUBLISHERS DEPARTMENT,

HOW THE POPULAR NOVEL DESTROYS FORESTS.

It has been estimated that nine novels had a total sale of
1,6oo,ooo copies. This means 2,000,000 pounds of paper. We
are assured by a manufacturer of paper that the average spruce
tree yields a little less than half a cord of wood, which is equiva-
lent to 500 pounds of paper. In other words, these nine novels
swept away 4,000 trees. Is it any wonder that those interested in
forestry look with anxiety upon the paper mii ?-From the "Scien-
tific American's' Special Number on " Modern Aids to Printing."

WH&AT NATURE RAS DONE FOR THE AMERICAN
IRONMONGER.

We must recognize the lavish hand with which Nature pre-
pared the way for our industrial triumphs, by accumulating along
the southern and western shores of Lake Superior those vast beds
of iron ore, which' are not only the most extensive in the world,
but are so placed that the labour of excavating and loading for
shipment is practically nothing. The ore, which is extremely
rich, sixtyper cent. of it being iron, lies practically at the surface
of the ground; and it is so loose and friable that all that is
niecessary for its recovery is to run a train of cars, set asteam
shovel at work, and load the material directly onto the cars. This
work has actually been done at the rate of 5,8oo tons in ten hours,
and this with the labour of but eight men at a cost of five cents
only per ton for labour. The supply:is enormous, a single corpora-
tion having recently estimated its holdings at 5oo,ooo,ooo tons,
valued at as many million dollars. These vast and easily-recovered
supplies, however, would have a limited value, were there not
available a proportionate supply of coking coal; and this has been
provided with an equally lavish hand in the famous Connellsville
district, where a single coke company, on entering into one of the
great industrial combinations of the past few years, stated that it
owned 40,ooo acres of coal lands in this region, and ir,ooo coke
ovens. Within easy reach of the coal district there are also large
quarries of limestone, the third of the three constituents in the
charge of a blast furnace.-The Iron and Steel Number of the
Scientîfic American.
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